Advisor Clearance Form

Student Name: ______________________________________

Banner ID: ________________________________

Degree (circle one): BA  BFA  BM  BS

Major: ________________________________________  Option: __________________________

Expected Graduation Term & Year: _________________________

☐ The above-listed advisee is comfortable with mathematics, statistics, logic, computer programming or courses that rely on the application of strong analytical approach.

Number of MS BAnDS hours that can apply to bachelor’s degree (0-11): _______________

Degree requirements that can be satisfied by MS BAnDS courses (ex: sub for specific course, upper-division related, electives, etc.)

BAN 5733 Descriptive Business Analytics (Fall only): __________________________

BAN 5743 Predictive Business Analytics (Spring only): __________________________

BAN 5560 Research & Communications I (Fall only): __________________________

BAN 5560 Research & Communications II (Spring only): __________________________

MSIS 5193 Data Science Programming I (Fall only): __________________________

MSIS 5633 Predictive Analytics Technologies: __________________________

MSIS 5503 Statistics for Data Science (Fall only): __________________________

Undergraduate Hours Remaining (not including MS BAnDS hours above): _______

Junior Spring: _______  Summer before Senior Year: _______

Senior Fall: ________  Senior Spring: ________  Can Be Any Term: _______

Advisor Name  Advisor Campus Phone  Advisor Signature  Date